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Executive Summary 

Measuring attitudes towards migration is usually done with surveys, which are 

expensive to conduct and can thus be afforded infrequently. In this sense, social media 

have proved to be one of the most valuable sources for measuring public attitudes.  

  

This report focuses on analysing the social media platform Twitter to quantify and study 

public attitudes towards migration and to identify different factors that could be 

probable causes of these attitudes. To this end, we deploy advanced Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) methods based on knowledge bases and neural networks (detailed 

later on) for analysing these public attitudes on Twitter. 

  

Overall, this report aims to provide a new knowledge base of public attitudes towards 

migrations and analyse their determinants. It furthermore defines a Knowledge Base 

(KB) called Migrations KB (MGKB) built by taking into account the semantics underlying 

this field of study. MGKB is an extension of the Resource Description Framework 

Schema (RDFS) model as originally defined in TweetsKB. 

  

We extract geotagged tweets using migration-related keywords and filter them using 

the state-of-the-art neural network-based topic modelling technique (Embedded Topic 

Model). We then use contextualised word embeddings and transfer learning for 

sentiment analysis and attention-based neural networks for hate speech detection. 

Entity linking is applied to identify the entity mentions linked to Wikipedia to enable 

easy search over the tweets related to a particular topic. To allow users to re-use our 

results, we integrate the results into MGKB. MGKB is query-able via a SPARQL endpoint. 

The resource is published using FAIR principles to make the resource Findable, 

Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable.   

  

To study the potential social and economic factors driving the migration flows, we use 

Eurostat data on GDP growth, unemployment rates, and migration stock and flow data. 

Since sentiment and hate speech data are geo-referenced and can be related to the exact 

time of creation, we can analyse the role of contextual factors. For this, we use simple 

correlations as well as multivariate analyses such as pooled linear regressions and fixed 

effects analyses at the country level. In the overall data, we observe a negative 
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correlation between asylum requests and negative sentiments, i.e., countries that 

receive more asylum seekers have a smaller share of posts with negative sentiments. 

Other factors such as GDP or unemployment do not explain any variation. Testing the 

negative relationship more rigorously by eliminating static country-differences in 

unobserved factors and unobserved time effects makes the negative relationship 

statistically insignificant. This suggests it should not be interpreted as a causal 

relationship. A decomposition of the variation shows that time trends in countries also 

explain relatively little. We conclude that about 80 percent of the changes in negative 

posts and offensive content that occurred in 2013-2020 at the country-level cannot be 

well-explained.  
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1. Introduction 

Migration has become one of the most important policy dimensions in the European 

Union (EU) and in other high-income regions. Researchers have thus made considerable 

efforts in understanding public attitudes towards migrations from various perspectives 

(Hainmueller et al. 2014, Dennison et al. 2018, Dempster 2020). Measuring these 

attitudes is usually done with the help of surveys, which are rather infrequent and 

expensive to conduct. On the other hand, social media has become one of the most 

widely used and important channels for people to express their opinions about events 

around the globe. It is one of the most useful sources for measuring the attitudes of the 

public on important topics such as migration. Yet, social media data is not widely used 

by social science researchers to study attitudes because the scraping, processing, and 

analysis of complex data is not a skill that these researchers can easily obtain as part of 

their training. There is thus scope for interdisciplinary cooperation.   

 

This report1 focuses on analysing the social media platform Twitter2 in order to quantify 

and study public attitudes towards migrations and identify different factors which could 

be probable causes of these attitudes. To achieve that, advanced Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) methods based on knowledge bases and neural networks (detailed later on) are 

deployed for analysing these public attitudes on Twitter. This report aims at 

 providing a better understanding of public attitudes towards migrations,  

 explaining possible explanations for the observed patterns of attitudes towards 

migration,  

 defining a Knowledge Base (KB) called Migrations KB (MGKB) built by taking 

into account the semantics underlying this field of study,  

                                                
1 More specifically, migration has become one of the mainstream topics in Europe. This study is a part of 
the European project ITFLOWS (https://www.itflows.eu/), which builds IT tools providing predictions 
and adequate management solutions of migration flow in the European Union. Other European projects 
have also been focusing on a similar topic from different perspectives such as PERCEPTIONS 
(https://project.perceptions.eu/), METICOS (https://meticos-project.eu/). 
2 According to Twitter policies, people are allowed to post content, including potentially inflammatory 
conent, as long as they are not violating Twitter rules (https://help.twitter.com/en/safety-and-
security/offensive-tweets-and-content), it is important to know that Twitter does not screen content or 
remove potentially offensive content. However, if the content is targeted at certain individual, and reports 
are made, Twitter can monitor and remove the content (https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-
policies/twitter-rules). 

https://www.itflows.eu/
https://project.perceptions.eu/
https://meticos-project.eu/
https://help.twitter.com/en/safety-and-security/offensive-tweets-and-content
https://help.twitter.com/en/safety-and-security/offensive-tweets-and-content
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 publish this resource using FAIR principles (Dumontier et al. 2016), i.e., make the 

resource Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable.   

 

As mentioned above, the study mainly focuses on the analysis of the social media 

platform Twitter. Millions of tweets in noisy natural language are being posted around 

the globe about a particular topic each day, which makes it impossible for humans to 

process this information without prior aggregation. This necessitates automated 

processing. In order to analyse public attitudes towards migration in the destination 

countries in Europe, the geotagged tweets are extracted using migration-related 

keywords. The irrelevant tweets are then filtered out by using the state-of-the-art 

neural network-based topic modelling technique, Embedded Topic Model (Dieng et al. 

2020). It further utilises contextualised word embeddings (Liu et al. 2020) and transfer 

learning for sentiment analysis and attention-based neural networks for hate speech 

detection. Temporal and geographical dimensions are then explored for measuring the 

public attitudes towards migration in a certain period of time in a certain region. Entity 

linking is applied to identify the entity mentions linked to Wikipedia to enable easy 

search over the tweets related to a particular topic. In order to identify the potential 

social and economic factors driving the migration flows, external databases from 

sources such as Eurostat3 and Statista4 are used. Statista is a for-profit aggregator of 

data. Eurostat, by contrast, also aggregates data, but they are also (through national 

statistical offices) generating much of these data themselves. These databases are used 

to analyse the correlation between public attitudes and the established economic 

indicators in a specific region in a certain time period. For this, we use simple 

correlations as well as multivariate analyses such as pooled linear regressions and fixed 

effects analyses. The outcome of this analysis includes sentiments of the public towards 

migration based on temporal and geographical information, the occurrence of hate 

speech in migration-related tweets, as well as the correlation between these outputs 

and the economic indicators. The source code of the entire pipeline for sentiment 

analysis, hate speech detection, and analysis related to factors affecting these attitudes 

has been made publicly available for reproducibility reasons via GitHub.5 

                                                
3 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat  
4 https://www.statista.com/  
5 https://github.com/migrationsKB/MGKB  

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
https://www.statista.com/
https://github.com/migrationsKB/MGKB
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In order to enable the reusability of the results of this analysis, the results of this 

analysis are then integrated into MGKB, which is an extension of the RDF Schema 

(RDFS)6 model as originally defined in TweetsKB (Fafalios et al. 2018). It contains more 

than 1.5 billion tweets spanning almost five years, including entity and sentiment 

annotations, and provides a publicly available Resource Description Framework (RDF) 

dataset using established vocabularies to further facilitate different data exploration 

scenarios, such as entity-centric sentiment analysis and temporal entity analysis, et 

cetera. MGKB extends TweetsKB by defining new classes and entities to cover the 

geographical information of the tweets, the results of hate speech detection, as well as 

integrating the information about the economic indicators, which could be the potential 

cause of negativity or hatred towards migrants. Finally, the competency questions are 

defined, the answers to which can be retrieved with the help of SPARQL queries. 

Competency questions serve as a means to evaluate our implementation of MGKB. 

Competency questions are then translated into SPARQL. MGKB is query-able via a 

SPARQL endpoint7. All information related to the schema of MGKB, along with its 

documentation as well as sample SPARQL queries, is available through the web page8. 

Finally, the dump of annotated data is available at Zenodo9. 

 

  

                                                
6 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/  
7 https://mgkb.fiz-karlsruhe.de/sparql/  
8 https://w3id.org/mgkb  
9 https://zenodo.org/record/5206820#.YbovEL3MLOR  

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
https://mgkb.fiz-karlsruhe.de/sparql/
https://w3id.org/mgkb
https://zenodo.org/record/5206820#.YbovEL3MLOR
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2. Preliminaries 

This section explains a few of the basics which are used in this deliverable, such as 

Resource Description Framework, Provenance (PROV) Ontology, FAIR Principles, 

SPARQL. 

 

2.1 Resource Description Framework 

A resource is everything that can have a unique identifier (URI), e.g., pages, places, 

people, dogs, products. Description includes attributes, features, and relations of the 

resources; and framework refers to the model, languages, and syntaxes for these 

descriptions. RDF was published as a W3C recommendation in 1999. RDF was originally 

introduced as a data model for metadata. RDF was generalised to cover knowledge of all 

kinds. The facts are represented in the form of <subject, predicate, object> (triple), e.g., 

<Berlin, isCapitalOf, Germany> where Berlin and Germany are two entities connected 

with the help of a relation “isCapitalOf”. Furthermore, it also contains class information 

such as <Germany, rdf:type, City> (Entity Germany has the type City). RDFS is an 

extension of RDF. It provides mechanisms for describing groups of related resources 

(classes) and the relationships between these resources, e.g., <City, rdfs:subClassOf, 

country> where a class city is a subclass of a country. 

 

2.2 Provenance Ontology  

Provenance is information about entities, activities, and people involved in producing a 

piece of data or thing, which can be used to form assessments about its quality, 

reliability, or trustworthiness. The goal of PROV10 is to enable the wide publication and 

interchange of provenance on the Web and other information systems. PROV enables 

one to represent and interchange provenance information using widely available 

formats such as RDF and eXtensible Markup Language (XML). The PROV Ontology 

(PROV-O)11 expresses the PROV Data Model using the OWL2 Web Ontology Language 

(OWL2).12 It provides a set of classes, properties, and restrictions that can be used to 

represent and interchange provenance information generated in different systems and 

under different contexts. 
                                                
10 https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-prov-overview-20121211/  
11 https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/  
12 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/  

https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-prov-overview-20121211/
https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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2.3 FAIR Principles 

FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reproducible)13 principles are the guiding 

principles for scientific data management. The principles emphasise machine-

actionability (i.e., the capacity of computational systems to find, access, interoperate, 

and re-use data with none or minimal human intervention) because humans 

increasingly rely on computational support to deal with data as a result of the increase 

in volume, complexity, and creation speed of data. 

 

2.4 SPARQL 

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language14 is the standard language to query graph 

data represented as RDF triples, the same way SQL is the standardised query language 

for relational databases. It is one of the three core standards of the Semantic Web, along 

with RDF and OWL. A SPARQL query consists of a set of triples where the subject, 

predicate, and/or object can consist of variables. The idea is to match the triples in the 

SPARQL query with the existing RDF triples and find solutions to the variables. For 

example, for retrieving the triple (<Berlin,isCapitalOf,Germany>) as shown in the 

previous example, the SPARQL query can be: 

SELECT ?name 

WHERE { 

?city isCapitalOf ?country 

} 

Result: (Berlin, Germany) 

  

                                                
13 https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/  
14 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/  

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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3. Pipeline for Constructing Migrations Knowledge Base 

MGKB is an extension over TweetsKB with a specific focus on the topic of migration (as 

the name depicts). The goal of MGKB is: (i) to provide a semantically annotated, 

queryable resource about public attitudes on social media towards migrations, (ii) to 

provide an insight into which factors in terms of economic indicators are the cause of 

that attitude. In order to achieve these goals, an overall framework for constructing the 

KB is shown in Figure 1. The first step is to define migration-related keywords and 

perform keyword-based extraction of geotagged tweets along with their metadata.  

 

Furthermore, topic modelling is performed for refining the tweets by removing 

irrelevant tweets crawled in the tweet extraction phase. Contextual Embeddings are 

then used for performing sentiment analysis. In order to further analyse the negative 

sentiments in terms of hate speech against the immigrants/refugees, tweets are further 

classified into three classes, i.e., hate, offensive, and normal. Finally, an analysis of 

factors causing the negative sentiment or the hatred against immigrants/refugees is 

performed with the help of plots. In order to make this information queryable with the 

help of SPARQL queries, MGKB is constructed and populated with information extracted 

using the previously described framework. The statistics about these relevant factors, 

such as the unemployment rate, the growth rate of the gross domestic product (GDP), 

are extracted from Eurostat, Statista, United Kingdom (UK) Parliament,15 and Office for 

National Statistics.16 

 

Figure 1. Pipeline for Generating Migrations KB 

                                                
15 https://www.parliament.uk/  
16 https://www.ons.gov.uk/  

https://www.parliament.uk/
https://www.ons.gov.uk/
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3.1 Collecting Migration-related Tweets 

In order to identify public attitudes towards migration in the EU countries, the first step 

is to select a list of destination countries, i.e., the countries hosting the 

immigrants/refugees of interest. To do so, the statistics about asylum applications 

(annual aggregated) present on Eurostat are used to obtain the countries with a higher 

frequency of asylum applications during the period from 2013-2020. The list of 

countries includes those selected by the Consortium at the start of ITFLOWS project: 

Germany, Spain, Poland, France, Sweden, Netherlands, and Italy. To this list and for 

the purpose of this deliverable we have added another five countries: The United 

Kingdom (UK), Austria, Hungary and Switzerland. The UK is chosen because 

currently, the focus of this study is the English language and the majority of tweets are 

from there. For multilingual analysis, the tweets for 32 European countries during the 

period from 2013-2021 are crawled. The statistics are shown in Table 2. 

 

 Germany Spain Poland France Sweden UK Austria Hungary Switzerland  Netherlands Italy SUM 

Crawled 26,892 21392 6187 29049 7556 265448 6394 3355 12062 16095 30023 424453 

Pre-processed 25498 20240 5764 26514 7263 248580 6027 3226 11658 15346 27223 397423 

 

Table 1. Statistics of Crawled and Pre-processed Tweets by Geographical Locations. 

Nr. 
Tweets English German Swedish French Italian Greek Spanish Hungarian Polish Dutch Finnish ALL 

UK 546377 1339 139 6134 2087 400 7952 56 811 570 101 565966 

DE 29017 100414 276 2369 2874 365 7958 46 821 857 65 145062 

SE 15827 281 34748 774 460 26 1325 7 351 157 136 54092 

FR 31044 902 305 396605 2204 82 10871 42 211 676 37 442979 

IT 31134 986 114 3918 272237 80 11814 25 390 378 34 321110 

GR 22206 896 162 1265 616 23056 2618 5 36 537 27 51424 

ES 20564 1348 336 3734 2499 60 498265 28 247 588 76 527745 

AT 7155 10988 47 322 243 36 1007 16 147 154 27 20142 

HU 4694 516 31 348 1967 6 2864 1464 40 115 6 12051 

CH 19281 6840 64 8539 1644 39 2783 10 38 86 13 39337 

PL 7799 951 26 709 2270 12 3522 8 24575 145 5 40022 

NL 23246 1128 50 1769 2403 20 5206 14 239 64087 46 98208 

BE 19476 658 98 18743 1644 112 4055 14 211 15596 31 60638 

BG 1844 21 20 84 31 12 385 2 16 25 1 2441 
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CZ 3578 236 15 169 67 51 514 2 60 66 5 4763 

DK 8003 167 403 247 106 14 613 0 35 38 13 9639 

HR 3344 138 24 269 230 0 242 4 44 45 42 4382 

CY 2810 18 8 93 19 854 118 0 3 18 1 3942 

EE 700 16 18 31 8 0 70 2 1 12 28 886 

FI 5967 73 322 569 1909 36 3521 4 41 29 8188 20659 

IE 60746 107 10 745 141 7 1669 8 141 41 34 63649 

LV 1097 20 6 30 8 0 47 0 7 8 1 1224 

LT 573 4 4 39 44 0 78 1 9 8 1 761 

LU 1282 193 11 821 117 20 230 9 14 28 2 2727 

MT 2104 27 15 149 205 32 236 0 14 25 14 2821 

PT 5619 81 69 2327 251 20 2246 3 29 121 25 10791 

RO 1901 51 11 195 289 5 513 6 22 23 2 3018 

SK 645 21 4 37 32 5 165 4 10 5 0 928 

SI 1482 96 4 57 71 0 105 0 8 9 2 1834 

IS 1463 18 9 56 11 0 137 4 7 13 4 1722 

LI 49 36 0 2 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 105 

NO 6099 88 152 151 54 16 633 4 136 24 18 7375 

ALL 887126 128658 37501 451300 296741 25366 571780 1788 28714 84484 8985 2522443 

Table 2. The number of crawled tweets for multilingual MGKB where the rows indicate the 
countries and the columns indicate the languages. 

 

3.2 Defining Keywords for Crawling Migrations Related Tweets. 

In the second step, relevant tweets are extracted using keywords related to the topic of 

immigration and refugees using word embeddings. The words “immigration” and 

“refugee” are used as the seed words based on which top-50 most similar words are 

extracted using pre-trained Word2Vec models on Google News and fastText 

embeddings. These keywords are then manually filtered for relevance. Based on these 

keywords, the initial round of crawling the tweets is performed. Then the crawled 

tweets are analysed, the most frequent hashtags, i.e., the hashtags occurring in more 

than 100 crawled tweets, are selected. These hashtags are also verified manually for 

relevance and then are used together with the keywords for crawling tweets spanning 

from Jan-2013 to July-2021. The set of keywords and selected popular hashtags for 

filtering tweets are available on the GitHub repository. The 20 most frequently 
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occurring hashtags containing “refugee” and “immigrant” are shown as the result of a 

query example on the web page.17 

 

The extracted tweets are further filtered using their geographical information, i.e., only 

those tweets are selected which are geotagged with previously identified destination 

countries. About 66% of the crawled tweets have exact coordinates. The rest contain 

place names, such as “Budapest, Hungary”. The tweets are then pre-processed by 

expanding contractions, removing the user mentions, reserved words (i.e., RT), emojis, 

smileys, numeric tokens, Universal Resource Locator (URLs), HyperText Markup 

Language (HTML) tags, stop-words, and punctuation marks. Moreover, the tokens 

except the hashtags are lemmatised. Eventually, the “#” in hashtags is removed, while 

the tokens in hashtags are reserved. Finally, the tweets of sentence length greater than 1 

are retained. Table 1 shows the statistics of the extracted and pre-processed tweets. 

 

  

                                                
17 https://migrationskb.github.io/MGKB/ 
 

https://migrationskb.github.io/MGKB/
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4. Topic Modelling 

Since tweets are collected based on keywords, many of them are irrelevant to the topic 

of migration. For example, some tweets are about the topic “migrant birds” or “Japanese 

Band Exile”. Due to the large number of tweets collected (i.e., 397,423 pre-processed 

English tweets), it is hard to filter out irrelevant tweets manually. In order to automate 

this process, topic modelling is performed. 

 

Topic modelling is a type of statistical modelling for discovering the abstract “topics” 

that occur in a collection of documents. One of the classical algorithms for topic 

modelling is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al. 2003), which represents each 

topic as the distribution over terms and each document as a mixture of topics. It is a 

very powerful algorithm, but it fails in the case of a huge vocabulary. Embedded Topic 

Models (ETM) uses word embeddings to learn a distributed representation, one where 

words with similar meanings are close in a lower-dimensional vector space, which 

enables ETMs to be scalable with large datasets. Therefore, for the current study, the 

most recent topic modelling algorithm, ETM (Dieng et al. 2020), is chosen. Similar to 

LDA, ETM models each document as a mixture of topics, and the words are generated 

such that they belong to the topics (ranked according to their probability). It also relies 

on topic proportion and topic assignment. Topic proportion is the proportion of words 

in a document that belongs to a topic, which are the main topics in the document. Topic 

assignment refers to important words in a given topic. In addition to that, ETM makes 

use of the embedding of each term and represents each topic in that embedding space. 

In word embeddings, the context of the word is determined by its surrounding words in 

a vector space but in the case of ETM the context is defined based on the topic. The 

topic’s distribution over terms is proportional to the inner product of the topic’s 

embedding and each term’s embedding. 

 

In the setting of the current study, the word and the topic embeddings are trained on 

tweets. First, the word embeddings are generated by training a Word2Vec skip-gram 

model on all the pre-processed tweets for 20 epochs, with minimal word frequency 2, 

dimension 300, negative samples 10, and window size 4. For obtaining the optimal 

training parameters for ETM, its performance is computed on a document completion 

task (Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004, Wallach et al. 2009). The task of document completion is 
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performed to measure the predictive perplexity of validation data, where each text is 

divided into two halves. Given the first half of the text, the second half of the text is 

predicted. The parameters for which the highest performance is achieved are selected, 

and the corresponding ETM model is utilised. In order to obtain optimal parameters, the 

dataset is split into 85%, 10%, 5% for the train, test, and validation set, respectively.  

 

The size of the vocabulary of the dataset is 22,850. To explore the optimal number of 

topics, the ETM is experimented with 25, 50, 75, and 100 topics. Initialised with the pre-

trained word embeddings, the ETM is trained on training data, with batch size 1000, 

Adam optimiser, and ReLU activation function. In order to select the best number of 

epochs for training ETM, the model is trained repeatedly by selecting 1-200 epochs,18 

i.e. the number of passes used to train the model on the data and evaluated on the task 

of document completion. The model performs the best on 172 epochs with 50 topics. 
 

#Topics 25 50 75 100 

Val PPL 3329 3015 2920 2870 

Best Epoch 185 172 176 178 

Topic Coherence 0.0744 0.0777 0.0506 0.02 

Topic Diversity 0.9696 0.9288 0.9056 0.7832 

Topic Quality 0.0721 0.0721 0.0460 0.0157 

Classified Nr. of 
Topics 

25 50 75 87 

Table 3. Results of ETM with Different Number of Topics. 
 

Language 

Crawled 

Tweets 

Preproces

sed 

Nr. 

topics 

Val Loss 

(log) 

Best 

epoch 

Test 

Perplexity 

Topic 

Coherence 

Topic 

Diversity 

Topic 

Quality 

Nr. Tweets 

after Filtering 

English 887126 874449 70 1.19E+34 192 1884.9 0.0849 0.7685 0.07186 710792 

Spanish 571780 542032 50 1.32E+39 195 1510.1 0.07258 0.76 0.05516 512937 

French 451300 435763 60 3.69E+33 195 1616.5 0.0707 0.7227 0.05113 423787 

Italian 296741 280740 40 8.50E+35 197 1757.3 0.0609 0.807 0.04916 267957 

German 128658 126733 20 2.99E+29 186 1367.3 0.07123 0.818 0.05827 106918 

Dutch 84484 83214 20 2.13E+29 197 1284.5 0.061 0.8 0.0488 47053 

Swedish 37501 37319 10 6.17E+31 170 760.4 0.0575 0.772 0.0444 26750 

Polish 28714 27728 15 3.44E+25 187 983 0.0348 0.7493 0.0261 21347 

Greek 25366 25255 10 3.30E+26 181 500.2 0.0658 0.72 0.04738 12577 

Finnish 8985 8765 10 6.45E+18 188 524.6 0.03164 0.796 0.0252 7212 

Hungarian 1788 1586 6 31015573.3 196 82.3 0.0153 0.6133 0.0093 1257 

Table 4. Statistics of Tweets before and after filtering using trained ETM by languages  
(the best performing ETM in each language). 

                                                
18 The default number of epochs in (Dieng et al. 2020) is 20 and there is no explanation given for the 
chosen number of epochs. The ETM is experimented with maximal number of epochs 300, from empirical 
experience on training our Twitter data, the ETM delivers the best result before 200 epochs.  
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The metrics topic coherence and topic diversity are used for evaluation (Dieng et al. 

2020). Topic coherence provides a quantitative measure of the interpretability of a 

topic (Mimno et al. 2011), which is the average point-wise mutual information of two 

words drawn randomly from the same tweet. A coherent topic would display words that 

are more likely to occur in the same tweet. In turn, the most likely words in a coherent 

topic should have high mutual information. In contrast, topic diversity is defined as the 

percentage of unique words in the top 25 words of all topics. If there are topics that 

contain a high percentage of words that overlap with the words in another topic, i.e., the 

diversity would be low, then the topics are redundant. If the diversity is close to 1, the 

topics are diverse. The results for models with a different number of topics are shown in 

Table 3. The topic quality is defined as the multiplication of topic coherence and 

diversity. The model with 100 topics has the lowest topic quality, and only 87 topics are 

assigned to the tweets, which indicates redundancy of the topics. Comparing the models 

with 25, 50, and 75 topics, the model with 50 topics has the best topic quality and 

provides a wide range of topics. Therefore, the trained ETM model with 50 topics is 

used for classifying the topics for the tweets.  

 

The results of the evaluation of the ETM on the Twitter dataset are as follows: the topic 

coherence is 0.080, the topic diversity is 0.8976, and the topic quality is the 

multiplication of both, i.e., 0.0725. Since the size of the vocabulary of the datasets is big 

(i.e., 24681), the topic coherence is relatively lower, while the diversity is high, meaning 

that the topics are not redundant. 

 

Tweets are then refined based on topic embeddings. For each topic, the top 20 words 

(ranked by their probability) are selected as representatives of the topic. These words 

are then manually verified based on their relevance to the topic of migration. 

Accordingly, the migration-related topics are chosen. Migration-related tweets are 

chosen with the help of the probabilities associated with all the topics. Regarding the 

chosen topics, the maximal probability score for each tweet is extracted, with which the 

threshold for reserving the tweets is set to 0.45 by manual evaluation. Consequently, 

out of the original 397,423 tweets, 201,555 are reserved for further analysis. Topic 

words, migration-related topics, detailed plots, and statistics are available on the web 

page. 
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Topic Top Words Pre-processed Tweet MGPS 

1* refugee, seeker, kill, alien, 
enter 

treatment refugee violate human rights 
dehumanise refugee endanger european 
value security argue group psychologist open 
letter 

0.7195 

2* great, call, immigration, 
question, town 

peddle lie interwoven thread brexit regional 
leave voter low exposure immigra- 
tion easy scare foreigner queue town come 
assimilate quickly 

1.1062 

3* work, refugee, covid, 
border, woman 

yeah let corrupt nhs education system fine cause 
deport load hard work immi- 
grant 

0.8585 

4 people, take, UK, health, 
hope 

illegal immigrant get day uk free home cash 
health education maternity british 
national take fool katiehopkins 

0.9598 

5 stop, find, Austria, future, 
country 

proven liar self promote cheat allow uncounted 
unchecked immigration country 
cause current crisis 

0.4782 

Table 5. Example of topics, words belonging to the topics, an example Tweet, and its Maximal 
migration-related Topic Probability Score (MGPS). The topics with * are chosen as migration-

related.  

     

In Table 5 above, topics 1, 2 and 3 belong to the chosen migration-related topics, while 

topics 4 and 5 are not. More specifically, the tweet “illegal immigrant get day uk free 

home cash health education maternity british national take fool kaitehopkins”, is 

classified as topic 4, and has the maximal probability score of 0.9598, which is over the 

threshold and is reserved for the MGKB. 

 

Figure 2 (left) shows the distribution of all the crawled tweets from 10 destination 

countries from 2013 to July-2021. Most of the tweets are from the year 2019 geotagged 

with Germany, France, Netherlands, Italy, and Spain. Figure 2 (right) shows the 

distribution of all the crawled tweets with the geotag UK within the time frame from 

2013 to July-2021.19 Most of the tweets are from the years 2019 and 2020. Figure 3 

shows the distribution of the filtered tweets after using ETM. For all the countries, the 

graph shows similar proportions/trends as Figure 2, but the number of tweets is lower. 

The tweets are crawled using migration-related keywords, and then filtered by the 

                                                
19 As mentioned above, the UK is chosen because currently the focus of this study is the English language 
and the majority of tweets are from there. 
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semantic similarity to the migration-related topics from the trained ETM, the similar 

proportions of the tweets before and after filtering validates the filtering method. 

 

 

Figure 2. Distribution of all the crawled Tweets based on geographical location. 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of Tweets on geographical location after filtering using ETM. 

 

Regarding the multilingual analysis, similar to the experimentation in English ETM, 

ETMs are trained, validated, and tested in all 11 languages. Tweets in each language are 

split into train, test, and validation datasets by 85%, 10%, and 5%. Table 4 shows the 

statistics of crawled tweets and the tweets after filtering using trained ETM long with 

the experiment results in each language. For ETM in each language, we experimented 

with different ranges of the topic numbers according to the data size (i.e., the number of 

tweets). For example, for tweets in English, Spanish and French, where ETMs are 

trained with 10 to 100 topics, the data sizes are hundred folds of the data sizes in 

Finnish and Hungarian, where ETMs are trained with 1 to 20 topics. The ETMs are 

validated with the validation dataset with logarithmic loss, i.e., the ETMs with the least 
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loss are chosen as the best performing models for the corresponding language. In Table 

4, the number of topics, validation loss, the best epoch, and the test results on test 

datasets (e.g., test perplexity, topic coherence, topic quality) of the chosen ETMs are 

recorded as well.  In English, since the data size for 32 countries (i.e., 874449) is more 

than two times of the data size for 11 countries (i.e., 397423), the number of topics for 

the best model is 70 rather than 50, and the topic coherence is lower, where the topic 

words are less coherent with each other in each topic, while the topic diversity is higher, 

where there are more unique words within each topic, however, the topic quality is 

quite comparable, i.e., 0.0718 vs. 0.0721. For ETMs in other languages, it is noticeable 

that, in general, the bigger the data size, the better the topic quality is, except German 

and Greek. Figure 4 shows the distribution of all the crawled tweets by geographical 

locations from 32 European countries from 2013 to December 2021 after filtering with 

the trained ETMs. Overall, there are more tweets in the UK, Germany, Sweden, France, 

Italy, Greece, and Spain than other countries, and the number of tweets peaks in 2018. 

 

 

Figure 4. The Yearly Distribution of Tweets by Geographical locations in 32 European countries 
after filtering using ETM. 
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5. Sentiment Analysis 

In order to measure public attitudes towards migration, sentiment analysis is 

performed by classifying tweets into positive, negative, and neutral sentiment. The 

positive sentiment includes attitudes such as “allow more or less (e.g., labour, illegal) 

immigrants” into the country. The negative sentiments would refer to the second group 

of analyses we include in the meta-analysis investigates individuals’ perception of the 

“contribution and consequences of immigration (e.g., economic, cultural, social, 

political)”. These are mostly attitudes regarding the ex-post assessment of 

immigration’s impact on society, and whether immigration is beneficial to the 

community, e.g., in terms of economy or culture.” These sentiments can be considered 

anti-immigrant sentiments. 

 

These public sentiment in the destination countries are then analysed based on their 

geographic location and temporal information. In order to achieve this, we conducted 

sentiment analysis using transfer learning. First, we fine-tune pre-trained contextual 

language models on existing annotated training and validation datasets for sentiment 

analysis and evaluate the outcome on the respective test datasets. Second, based on the 

outcome from the first step, the best performing fine-tuned contextual language model 

is chosen to predict sentiments on the migration-related tweets that we crawled in the 

previous steps. 

 

Since there is a lack of datasets available for sentiment analysis, particularly in the 

domain of migration, existing Twitter datasets for sentiment analysis are used for fine-

tuning language models for transfer learning on the collected data. Two twitter datasets 

for sentiment analysis are used most frequently, i.e., the Airline dataset20 and the 

SemEval2017 dataset (Rosenthal et al. 2017). The Airline dataset focuses on travellers’ 

opinions on Twitter, which is domain-specific and may thus be a disadvantageous 

source of training data in the context of migration. In comparison, the SemEval2017 

dataset consists of broader topics of tweets, including a range of named entities (e.g., 

iPhone), geopolitical entities (e.g., Aleppo), and other entities (e.g., Syrian refugees, gun 

control). The dataset is manually annotated using CrowdFlower. Both the datasets are 

                                                
20 https://www.kaggle.com/crowdflower/twitter-airline-sentiment  

https://www.kaggle.com/crowdflower/twitter-airline-sentiment
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split into train, validation, and test datasets by 80%, 10%, 10%, respectively. The 

language models are fine-tuned on both the datasets separately as well as on the 

combination. Table 6 shows statistics and results of Contextual Embedding Models on 

SemEval2017 test dataset. Bold values represent the best results. 

 

 Train Validation Test All 

SemEval2017 

negative 6291 752 766 7809 

neutral 17981 2256 2287 22524 

positive 15833 1960 1960 19799 

Airline 

negative 7316 923 939 9178 

neutral 2475 316 308 3099 

positive 1921 225 217 2363 

Combined 

negative 13608 1736 1643 16987 

neutral 20516 2535 2572 25623 

positive 17693 2207 2262 22162 

Table 6. Statistics of Datasets experimented for Sentiment Analysis. 

 

Model Fine-tuned Accuracy F1 Precision Recall 

XLNet SemEval2017 0.7066 0.6851 0.6988 0.6719 

XLNet Airline 0.5565 0.5987 0.5965 0.601 

XLNet - 0.3718 0.3482 0.3348 0.3627 

BERT SemEval2017 0.7068 0.6949 0.7007 0.6892 

ULMFIT SemEval2017 0.6624 0.6365 0.6345 0.6388 

ULMFIT Airline 0.4709 0.5215 0.52 0.5231 

BERT Airline 0.5117 0.5831 0.5736 0.5929 

BERT - 0.5417 0.5722 0.5753 0.5692 

BERT Combined 0.6691 0.6627 0.6484 0.6776 

Table 7. The results of Contextual Embedding Models on SemEval 2017 test dataset for Sentiment 
Analysis. 

 

For transfer learning, three contextual embedding models are chosen, i.e., BERT (Devlin 

et al. 2019), XLNet (Yang et al. 2019), and ULMFit (Howard et al. 2019). These three 

models are fine-tuned, as mentioned earlier. The fine-tuned models are then tested on 

the test set of their corresponding datasets, as well as on the test set of the other 

datasets. The performance of each of these models is measured. Because the curated 

tweets obtained from previous steps are not domain-specific, the fine-tuned language 

model is required to perform well on a non-domain specific dataset. Therefore, all the 

models are evaluated on the test set of SemEval2017 dataset. The results of all the 

models are shown in Table 7. 
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As shown in Table 6, there are more neutral and positive tweets than negative ones in 

SemEval2017 which leads to class imbalance. The macro metrics are more robust to 

class imbalance and reflect the real performance classifying the minority classes 

compared to micro metrics. Hence, the macro F1 score, macro precision, macro recall, 

and also standard accuracy are reported in Table 7. Since BERT fine-tuned on 

SemEval2017 training dataset renders the best results, which is also state-of-the-art on 

this dataset (Rosenthal et al. 2017), it is chosen for transfer learning on the collected 

tweets for sentiment analysis. 

 

Multilingual Sentiment Analysis  

For multilingual sentiment analysis on Twitter data, the challenge also lies in the lack of 

datasets on the topic of migration. Therefore, transfer learning is adopted as well. 

Instead of fine-tuning a whole monolingual contextual language model, we use adapters 

(Pfeiffer et al. 2020) in-between the layers of a multilingual contextual language model 

on the training and validation datasets and evaluate the results on the test datasets. 

Based on the outcomes of these evaluations, the best performing adapter with the 

multilingual language model is selected to predict sentiment on the migration-related 

tweets that we crawled in the previous steps. 

 

For this analysis, multilingual language models are used. To leverage the advantage of 

multilingual language models, (Barbieri et al. 2021) released a model XLM-R which was 

originally proposed in (Conneau et al. 2020) based language model XLM-Twitter, which 

is trained on 198 million tweets posted between May 18 and March 2020. XLM-Twitter 

covers more than 30 languages, and the languages analysed in this report are included 

in the model. Meanwhile, in (Barbieri et al. 2021), a Unified Multilingual Sentiment 

Analysis Benchmark (UMSAB) is created, where the datasets in 8 languages, i.e., Arabic, 

English, French, German, Hindi, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish, specialised in Twitter 

sentiment analysis are curated. UMSAB is balanced in that there is the same amount of 

data for all the languages. Eventually, for each language, there are 1,839 training tweets 

(with 15% of them allocated to a fixed validation set) and 870 for testing. Using the 

curated and balanced datasets, XLM-Twitter is continuously fine-tuned on the 

sentiment analysis task in all the above-mentioned eight languages, i.e., XLM-Twitter-
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Sentiment. The performance of XLM-Twitter-Sentiment is state-of-the-art compared to 

other multilingual language models, such as Roberta and XLM-R (Barbieri et al. 2021). 

 

In (Barbieri et al. 2021), the transfer learning performance on eight languages is well 

evaluated. Therefore, we use XLM-Twitter-Sentiment for transfer learning on our 

curated Twitter data in the languages, i.e., English, French, German, Italian and Spanish, 

directly to perform sentiment analysis. 

 

For other languages, i.e., Finnish, Greek, Dutch, Hungarian, Polish, and Swedish, XLM-

Twitter-Sentiment is fine-tuned on other annotated and evaluated datasets. For 

Finnish, FinnSentiment (Linden et al. 2020) is used, which includes 27,000 sentences 

from a leading Finnish social media site – Suomi24, all the sentences are annotated 

independently with sentiment polarity by three native annotators, with a strong inter-

annotator agreement 0.44 by Krippendorff’s alpha. In (Taskalidis et al. 2018), the tweets 

related to the January 2015 General Elections in Greece are extracted and manually 

annotated by two native MSc graduates with Engineering and Economics backgrounds 

and are both native Greek speakers, the Cohen’s kappa coefficient for the inter-

annotator agreement is 0.525, only the tweets with consensus are reserved, which 

provides the Greek sentiment analysis dataset. For Dutch, the Dutch social media data 

collection (Gupta 2020) is used, which is also sourced from Twitter and classified by 

natural language processing techniques, although there is no human evaluation 

provided, the performance of the dataset is high (more than macro F1 score 0.93) 

compared to other datasets (shown in Table 8). For Hungarian, the OpinHuBank 

(Márton 2013) is used, consisting of 10,000 sentences and manually annotated by 5 

human annotators, from which we used the data with a majority vote in annotations. 

For Polish, lacking the social media dataset, the Wroclaw Corpus of Consumer Reviews 

(Kocoń 2019) is used, while it classifies each review into either strong negative, weak 

negative, neutral, ambiguous, weakly positive, or strongly positive, we only use the data 

annotated as strong negative, neutral or strong positive. For Swedish, ABSAbank-Imm 

1.0 (Rouces et al. 2021), a subset of the Swedish ABSAbank,21 which is manually 

annotated according to the sentiment that the author expresses towards immigration in 

                                                
21 https://spraakbanken.gu.se/en/resources/swe-absa-bank  

https://spraakbanken.gu.se/en/resources/swe-absa-bank
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Sweden, the inter-agreement for the paragraph-level annotations is 0.44 by 

Krippendorff’s alpha. All the datasets are balanced by the same amount of negative, 

neutral, and positive samples. 

 

Languages Train Validation Test Base Model 

Test (macro 

F1) Base Model 

Test (macro 

F1) 

Finnish 6012 751 752 

cardiffnlp/twi

tter-xlm-

roberta-base-

sentiment22 

0.78 

cardiffnlp/t

witter-xlm-

roberta-

base23 

0.764 

Greek 789 99 99 0.76 0.784 

Dutch 11673 1459 1460 0.931 0.934 

Hungarian 1526 191 191 0.733 0.715 

Polish 25440 3180 3180 0.853 0.858 

Swedish 638 70 124 0.587 0.49 

Table 8. The statistics of datasets, the base model, and test results for training sentiment analysis 
adapters for Finnish, Greek, Dutch, Hungarian, Polish, and Swedish. The respecting adapter and 

base model are chosen by the better performance on test data.  

 

For fine-tuning the language model, we follow the same adapter configuration proposed 

by (Pfeiffer et al. 2020). This technique keeps the parameters of a language model fixed 

and only trains an adapter that is connected in-between the layers of the language 

model, which is parameter and time-efficient compared to fine-tune the parameters of 

the whole language model.  

 

We train and evaluate adapters with two language models, XLM-Twitter and XLM-

Twitter-Sentiment, on Finnish, Greek, Dutch, Hungarian, Polish and Swedish. The results 

are shown in Table 8. The best-performing base model is chosen for predicting our 

Twitter data in the respecting language. The statistics of the sentiments predicted for 

the Twitter data are available24. 

 

Analysing Public Sentiments Towards Migration 

In order to identify the public attitudes towards migration, sentiments of tweets for 

each country in each year are aggregated. Figure 5 shows the temporal distribution of 

the public sentiments towards migrations, where only English tweets from 2013 to July 

                                                
22 https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/twitter-xlm-roberta-base  
23 https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/twitter-xlm-roberta-base-sentiment  
24 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1yZxg8XB5epAHYqY7im4vD_mVAHJXsl3UDbp3iNgzygc/edit#
gid=441338275  

https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/twitter-xlm-roberta-base
https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/twitter-xlm-roberta-base-sentiment
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1yZxg8XB5epAHYqY7im4vD_mVAHJXsl3UDbp3iNgzygc/edit#gid=441338275
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1yZxg8XB5epAHYqY7im4vD_mVAHJXsl3UDbp3iNgzygc/edit#gid=441338275
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2021 are included. In Figure 5 (left), public sentiments in the UK from 2013 to July 2021 

are shown. It can be observed that the total number of tweets about migration from 

2013 to 2014 and tweets with both positive and negative sentiments are increasing in a 

similar proportion. From 2016 to 2018, the topic of migration is less popular, while 

there is again a sharp increase in the tweets about migration from 2018 to 2020. 

Overall, negative sentiment is much more significant towards migration compared to 

the positive sentiment. As shown in Figure 5 (right), public sentiment towards 

migration in all 11 European destination countries follows similar trends as in the UK 

from 2013 to July 2021.  

 

 

Figure 5. Temporal distribution of the Sentiments of the Public towards Migrations. (Left) shows 
the sentiments of the people towards migrations in the UK, and (right) shows the sentiments for all 

11 destination countries in Europe. 

 

For multilingual analysis, in which 11 languages are included, Figure 6 shows the 

temporal distribution of the public sentiments towards migrations in all 32 European 

countries. Overall, the total amount of tweets regarding migrations peaked in 2018, and 

the percentage of negative tweets also peaked in 2018. In comparison to only analysing 

English tweets (shown in Figure 5), most of the tweets regarding migrations each year 

have negative sentiments, i.e., more than 50 percent.  
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Figure 6. Temporal distribution of the Sentiments of the Public towards Migrations in all 32 

European Countries. 

 

Furthermore, in multilingual sentiment analysis, Figure 7 shows the temporal 

distribution of public sentiment towards migration in the UK, Germany, Sweden, France, 

Italy, Greece, Spain, where most of the tweets are crawled regarding migration. Except 

the UK and Greece, the percentage of negative tweets is persistently over 50% in the 

majority of countries, which is consistent with the overall distribution shown in Figure 

6. Prominently, the percentage of negative tweets in Italy is much higher compared to 

other countries, from 64% to 71% over the last decade, while the number of total 

tweets regarding migrations peaked in 2018, the percentage of the negative tweets 

peaked in 2020. Interestingly, in Germany, the total number of tweets peaked in 2015, 

when the “refugee crisis” happened, however, the percentage of negative tweets peaked 

in 2013, i.e., 59.48%, and stayed stably over the following years. 
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(a) UNITED KINGDOM 

 
(b) GERMANY 
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(c) SWEDEN 

 

 
(d) FRANCE 
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(e) ITALY 

 

 
(f) GREECE 
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(g) SPAIN 

 
Figure 7.  Temporal distribution of the Sentiments of the Public towards Migrations in (a) the UK, 

(b) Germany, (c) Sweden, (d) France, (e) Italy, (f) Greece, (g) Spain. 
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6. Hate Speech Detection 

To measure negative attitudes of the public towards migration, hate speech detection is 

performed. Hate speech is typically the uttering of particularly negative sentiments, 

especially group-focused enmity, and thus a good proxy for the most negative attitudes. 

Hate speech is defined as a language that is used to express hatred towards a target 

group or is intended to be derogatory, to humiliate, and to insult the members of the 

group. In comparison, there are lots of messages that are offensive but do not qualify as 

hate speech (Davidson et al. 2017). In one example from (Vigna et al. 2017), the word 

“nigga” is used every day in online language by the African American community. 

Negative sentiment can be hateful or offensive, it can also be sad or angry, but sadness 

or anger may not represent hate.  For analysing English tweets using hate speech 

detection, all tweets are classified into one of the three classes hate, offensive, and 

normal. Normal tweets are those which do not contain offensive languages or hate 

speeches. In order to perform transfer learning in this scenario, all hate speech 

detection models are trained on recently published manually annotated data for hate 

speech detection, called as HateXplain (Mathew et al. 2021). Similar to previous studies 

on hate speech detection, the sources of the dataset are Twitter (Waseem et al. 2016, 

Davidson et al. 2017, Founta et al. 2018) and Gab (Mathew et al. 2019). For HateXplain 

Twitter dataset, tweets are filtered from the 1% randomly collected tweets from Jan-

2019 to Jun-2020 using the lexicons combined from (Ousidhoum et al. 2019, Davidson 

et al. 2017, Mathew et al. 2018). The Gab dataset is originally introduced in (Mathew et 

al. 2018). All the data is annotated using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), where each 

text is annotated based on: (1) whether it is hate speech, offensive speech, or normal; 

(2) the target communities in the text, including target groups such as Race, Religion, 

Gender, Sexual Orientation, and Miscellaneous; (3) if the text is considered as hate 

speech or offensive speech by the majority, the annotators further annotate which parts 

of the text provide the rationale for the given annotation (this ensures the explainability 

of manual annotation by the annotators). 

 

Dataset Normal Offensive Hateful 

Train 6251 4384 4748 

Val 781 548 593 

Test 782 548 594 

Table 9. The statistics of the HateXplain Dataset 
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Model Acc F1 Prec Rec 

Bidirectional Gated Recurrent 
Unit (BiGRU) 

0.6533 0.6353 0.6343 0.6364 

BiGRU + Attention (Attn) 0.6445 0.6344 0.6297 0.6392 

Bidirectional Long Short-Term 
Memory (BiLSTM) 

0.6284 0.6211 0.6169 0.6253 

BiLSTM + Attn 0.6512 0.6421 0.6386 0.6457 

Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNN) + Gated Recurrent Unit 

(GRU) 

0.6544 0.6545 0.6541 0.6549 

CNN + GRU + Attn 0.6450 0.6330 0.6372 0.6436 

CNN + BiGRU  0.6575 0.6489 0.6461 0.6517 

CNN + BiGRU + Attn 0.6606 0.6472 0.6444 0.6501 

CNN + BiLSTM 0.6372 0.6496 0.6523 0.647 

CNN + BiLSTM + Attn 0.6863 0.6751 0.6782 0.672 

Table 10. The results of different hate speech detection models (Bold values show the best results) 

 

HateXplain is split into train, validation, and test dataset by 80%, 10%, and 10%, for 

which the stratified split is performed to maintain class balance, the statistics of the 

datasets is shown in Table 9. BiRNN (Schuster et al. 1997) and BiRNN-Attention (Liu et 

al. 2016) are widely used for the text classification tasks, and CNN-GRU (Zhang et al. 

2018) is used for hate speech detection. In the current study, the experimentation is 

conducted using a combination of various models from CNN, BiLSTM, GRU, BiGRU, and 

an attention layer for selecting the best model for hate speech detection. For all models, 

pre-trained on GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al. 2014) are used as reported in 

(Mathew et al. 2021). A dropout layer with a dropout rate of 0.3 is applied after the 

word embedding layer. For CNN models the convolutional layer has a filter size of 100 

and window sizes 2, 3, 4. RNN models use hidden size 100. Finally, the softmax function 

is used for classifying the texts. Models with the highest accuracy on the validation 

dataset (after training on the training dataset) are chosen for testing on the test dataset, 

whose results are reported in Table 10. Eventually, best performing pre-trained model 

CNN+BiLSTM+Attention, which is comparable to the results of the best performing 

model from (Mathew et al. 2021), is used for transfer learning on the collected tweets. 
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Figure 8. Temporal distribution of tweets after hate speech detection. (Left) shows the distribution 
of tweets from the UK while (right) is for all the 11 EU countries.    

 

Multilingual Hate Speech Detection 

Language Train Val Test Language Model macro F1 Test 

Finnish 3622 453 453 

cardiffnlp/twitter-

xlm-roberta-base 

0.828 

Greek 4364 546 546 0.813 

Dutch 2898 370 360 0.812 

Hungarian 1588 199 199 0.814 

Polish 777 97 98 0.785 

Swedish 638 70 124 0.694 

English 15383 1922 1924 0.668 

Spanish 13617 1703 1703 0.792 

French 1544 193 193 0.808 

Italian 12250 1531 1533 0.801 

German 8428 1054 1054 0.744 

Table 11. The statistics of datasets and test results for training adapters for hate speech detection 
in 11 languages. 

 

For multilingual hate speech detection, XLM-Twitter (Barbieri et al. 2021) is also used 

for training and evaluating adapters for hate speech detection tasks in all 11 languages.  

 

For English, the HateXplain is used and the result of XLM-Twitter is comparable to the 

result from CNN + BiLSTM + Attn model. For other languages, datasets for three-class 

classification in hate speech detection are lacking. Therefore, hate speech detection is 

conducted for two-class classification, i.e., each tweet is recognised either as normal or 

offensive/hate speech. Hate speech and abusive/offensive language are in this case 

conflated. For Finnish, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no hate speech detection 

dataset is publicly available, the negative tweets from FinnSentiment (Linden et al. 
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2020) are used and filtered by HurtLex25 (Bassignana et al. 2019), only the tweets that 

contain at least one of the lexicons in Finnish HurtLex are reserved as offensive or hate 

speech, and the normal tweets are randomly sampled from neutral or positive tweets in 

FinnSentiment. Similarly, we used the same methods for Swedish and Hungarian, 

leveraging the sentiment analysis datasets and lexicon from HurtLex to construct 

respective hate speech detection datasets. For Greek, the OGTD dataset (Pitenis et al. 

2020) is used, which is a dataset manually annotated by three annotators and contains 

4770 tweets annotated as offensive and normal, the Cohen’s Kappa for inter-annotator 

agreement for all pairs of annotators are greater than 0.34. For Dutch, we use DALC 

(Caselli et al. 2021), which has an inter-annotator agreement by 0.572 in Cohen’s kappa 

among five annotators who are native Dutch speakers. With DALC (Caselli et al. 2021) 

archives 0.748 in macro F1 score with BERTje model (de Vries et al. 2019), which is a 

BERT model trained on huge and diverse Dutch text (2.4 billion tokens). In comparison, 

our trained adapter with XLM-Twitter archives the 6% performance gain. For Polish, 

the dataset for Automatic Cyberbullying (Ptaszynski et al. 2017, Ptaszynski et al. 2018) 

is used, which is sourced from Twitter. For French, the French subset from the 

Multilingual and Multi-Aspect Hate Speech dataset (Ousidhoum et al. 2019) is used, 

which has an inter-annotator agreement by Krippendorff’s alpha 0.244 for French. For 

hate speech detection, the dataset is annotated as abusive, hateful, offensive, 

disrespectful, fearful, and normal. To construct a dataset for our usage, we used samples 

annotated as offensive and hateful as one class, and normal as another. For Italian, we 

combined datasets from AMI 2020 (Fersini et al. 2020), HaSpeeDe (Sanguinetti et al. 

2020), and IHSC (Sanguinetti et al. 2018). All three datasets are sourced from Tweets, 

AMI 2020 is for misogyny detection task, HaSpeeDe and IHSC datasets are specific to 

immigrants, Muslims, and Roma. For German, datasets from GermEval 2018 (Wiegand 

et al. 2018), Offending Statements/ Hate Speech towards Foreigners (Bretschneider and 

Peters 2017), HASOC 2019 (Mandl et al. 2019), IWG (Ross et al., 2017), and GermEval 

2021 (Rish et al. 2021). From which, the IWG dataset is an annotated corpus of tweets 

regarding refugees in Germany. GermEval 2021 contains Facebook user comments, 

which are classified as toxic, engaging, and fact-claiming. For our usage, data annotated 

                                                
25 HurtLex is a lexicon of offensive, aggressive, and hateful words in over 50 languages, which publicly 
available in GitHub https://github.com/valeriobasile/hurtlex. 
 

https://github.com/valeriobasile/hurtlex
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as either toxic, offensive, hate are used for one class, and data which do not contain 

harmful content for another class. Except for the English dataset, all the datasets are 

balanced by the same samples of normal and offensive/hate-speech data. 

 

The adapter for each language is trained and evaluated with XLM-Twitter. The statistics 

of the datasets and the results are shown in Table 11. Then the trained adapter with 

XLM-Twitter is used for predicting each Tweet as either normal or offensive/hate-

speech. The statistics of the hate speech detection predicted for the Twitter data are 

available26. Future versions of this paper will include an evaluation of the quality of the 

outcome of both sentiment analysis as well as hate speech detection by human 

evaluators. Moreover, it will also include an analysis of what kinds of Tweets are 

wrongly classified. 

 

Figure 9. Temporal distribution of tweets after offensive language detection for all 32 European 
Countries.  

 

 

 

                                                
26 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1yZxg8XB5epAHYqY7im4vD_mVAHJXsl3UDbp3iNgzygc/ 
edit#gid=441338275  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1yZxg8XB5epAHYqY7im4vD_mVAHJXsl3UDbp3iNgzygc/%20edit#gid=441338275
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1yZxg8XB5epAHYqY7im4vD_mVAHJXsl3UDbp3iNgzygc/%20edit#gid=441338275
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Analysing Hate Speech in Public Opinions about Migration. 

The results for hate speech detection are aggregated temporally and geographically to 

identify the negative attitude of the public towards migrations. As shown in Figure 8, 

number of hateful tweets is increasing from 2013 to 2014, decreasing from 2016 to 

2018. It is then increasing again from 2019 to 2020 both in the UK and overall in 11 

destination countries. In general, the proportion of offensive tweets and hateful tweets 

is always less than the tweets belonging to the normal class. In summary, the 

percentage of tweets classified as hate speech in the UK from 2013 to 2020 amounts to 

12.98%, while in 11 destination countries, it is about 9.36%. 

 

However, in the multilingual analysis of hate speech detection, with 11 languages across 

32 European countries, the percentage of offensive languages peaks in 2015 with 21%, 

while in 2013 and 2014 there is only about 16% of tweets were offensive. In 

comparison, from 2016 to 2021, the percentage of offensive languages stays about 18% 

(shown in Figure 9). 
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7. Entity Linking 

Entity Linking (EL) is the process of linking entity mentions appearing in web text with 

their corresponding entities in a knowledge base such as Wikipedia. For example, in the 

sentence “Paris is the capital of France”, Paris and France will be detected and 

connected to “wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris” and “wikipedia.org/wiki/France”, respectively. 

For entity linking, BLINK (Wu et al. 2020) is used, which utilises Wikipedia as the target 

KB. BLINK was chosen since it was the most recent state-of-the-art algorithm at the time 

of implementation. Based on fine-tuned BERT, BLINK uses a two-stage approach. In the 

first stage, BLINK retrieves the candidates in a dense space defined by a bi-encoder that 

independently embeds the context of entity mention and the entity descriptions. Then 

in the second stage, each candidate is examined with a cross-encoder that concatenates 

the entity mention and entity text. BLINK outperforms state-of-the-art methods on 

several zero-shot benchmarks and also on established non-zero-shot evaluations such 

as TACKBP-2010 (Ellis et al. 2018). Out of 201,555 tweets in MGKB, for 145,747 tweets, 

there is at least one entity mentioned detected using BLINK. For one tweet, the 

maximum number of detected entity mentions is 30. In total, 89,076 unique entities are 

detected. The detected entities are available on the web page. 

 

With the help of entity linking, the entity mentions in tweets are detected and mapped 

to a corresponding page in Wikipedia, which can be used for querying useful 

information in SPARQL. For example, to find out how are the public sentiment regarding 

refugee camps, the query retrieving a list of emotion categories of tweets where 

detected entity mentions containing “refugee camp” can be performed.27 

 

  

                                                
27 Refer to the SPARQL query example 3 in the webpage https://migrationskb.github.io/MGKB/. 
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8. Factors Affecting Public Attitudes Towards Migration 

In order to learn the potential cause of negative public attitudes towards migration, we 

rely on (Dražanová et al. 2021) and the ITFLOWS deliverable D5.1. In that meta-study of 

papers on attitudes towards migration in the social sciences (covering political science, 

sociology, economics, psychology, as well as ethnic and migration studies), the authors 

analyse which factors are most consistently linked to differences in attitudes towards 

migration across time, space, and research designs. They find that factors such as 

unemployment rate, including the youth unemployment rate and total unemployment 

rate, income per capita, and previous contact with migrants are relevant. These factors 

can be approximated relatively well using geographically disaggregated data from 

sources such as Eurostat, Statista, the UK Parliament, and the UK’s Office for National 

Statistics. In addition, the meta-study finds that individual-level outcomes such as the 

age and education levels matter for attitudes towards migration that also affect activity 

on social media are relevant. On a country level, these factors are changing only very 

slowly and will thus not be the drivers of short-term changes in attitudes. Future 

versions of this analysis, which will be able to use geographically disaggregated hate 

speech data and population will have more statistical variation to exploit, e.g., by linking 

inflows of migrants to specific regions that have lower or higher education levels to 

changes in sentiment or hate speech. 

 

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the factors (such as youth employment rate, 

total employment rate, and real GDP) and the negative attitudes (i.e., negative sentiment 

and hate speeches) in all extracted tweets. On average, in all 11 destination countries 

(see Figure 10 (a)) and individually in the UK (see Figure 10 (b)), the percentages of 

hate speech and negative sentiment of the public attitudes towards immigration are 

negatively correlated with the real GDP growth rate and positively correlated with 

total/youth unemployment rate, from 2013 to 2018 and from 2019 to 2020. In 2019, 

the percentage points of hateful tweets and negative tweets were rapidly increased by 

more than 2% and 1%, respectively, as compared to 2018. As show in Figure 3, the 

overall number of English tweets regarding migration has gone up three times more in 

2019 compared to 2018, which indicates that people were more interactive in 2019 on 

this topic and could also be the reason why there are more negative and hateful tweets 

in 2019 than in 2018. In addition, since only English tweets are included in this analysis, 
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data is highly skewed, while in multilingual analysis, the percentage of offensive tweets 

is relatively stable over the last decade, while peaked in 2015 (as shown in Figure 9), 

when there was a significantly increased movement of refugees and migrants into 

Europe in a single year since World War II. The analysis for each of the 11 countries is 

available on the website.28 

 

(a) 

                                                
28 https://migrationskb.github.io/MGKB/stats  

https://migrationskb.github.io/MGKB/stats
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(b) 

Figure 10. The trend of Hate Speech against immigrants/refugees in (a) all the identified 
destination countries and (b) the UK from 2013 to Jul-2021.  

 

In Table 12, we provide an overview of the pairwise correlation in the panel dataset we 

have created. Stars indicate correlation at the 5 per cent significance level. By definition, 

the share of positive and negative sentiment is negatively correlated (the third category 

is “neutral”). Negative sentiment is negatively correlated with the share of posts that are 

classified as offensive. This may be surprising at first but suggests that negative 

sentiments do not necessarily lead to offensive content. For example, “If anything, the 

stereotypes held by Danish people about immigrants underestimates those immigrants’ 

reliance on Danish benefits”, which conveys negative sentiment against the immigrants 

in Denmark, however not offensive. Furthermore, the number of first-time asylum 

claims is negatively correlated with the share of negatively classified posts. These 
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requests are also positively correlated with positive posts, indicating that the whole 

distribution shifts more positively in places and times with more first-time asylum 

requests.   

Regarding offensive content, we see that in line with the contact hypothesis, there are 

negative correlations with both a higher immigrant stock and immigrant flow. The table 

also shows that places with more migrants receive more migration and more first-time 

asylum seekers (all per 100k population, so this is not merely the effect of size). Also, 

there is more immigration to places that are growing economically. 
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Share negative 1        

Share positive -0.6097* 1       

Share offensive -0.1883* -0.2400* 1      

Unemployment 

rate 

-0.0881 0.4530* -0.0393 1     

Real GDP growth 

rate 

0.0502 -0.0997 -0.0962 -0.1483* 1    

Immigrant stock 

per 100k 

population 

0.0641 0.0127 -0.1376* -0.2914* 0.3242* 1   

First-time asylum 

applications per 

100k population 

-0.2012* 0.2619* 0.0692 -0.0603 0.071 0.4240* 1  

Immigration flow 

per 100k 

population 

0.1315 -0.0148 -0.1698* -0.0961 -0.0231 0.6649* 0.2432* 1 

 

Table 12: Correlation matrix of factors used in multivariate analysis of potential determinants 
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To analyse the data more systematically, we next conduct a regression analysis at the 

country level. The dataset we use covers the years 2013-2020 and a total of 31 

countries. We first use a pooled regression to assess within- as well as between-country 

variation. After that, we move to a first difference design to only focus on changes 

within countries. This eliminates time-invariant between-country differences, thus 

reducing the influence of potential confounders. 

 

As explanatory variables, we include three key factors in the model: income per capita, 

the unemployment rate, the number of asylum seekers. The latter is our 

operationalisation of contact with the relevant group of migrants in our setting.  

We use the number of first-time asylum seekers per 100 thousand population in the 

respective country in the regression models, to avoid biases due to the country size 

differences. The regression is thus specified as:  

 

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑐𝑡 = 𝛼𝑐 + 𝜏𝑡  + ß 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐𝑡 + 𝛿 𝑈𝑁𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑐𝑡 + 𝛾 𝐴𝑆𝑌𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑐𝑡 + 𝜖𝑐𝑡  

 

where c indicates the country and t is the year. 𝛼𝑐  are country fixed effects and 𝜏𝑡  are 

year fixed effects. In the pooled regression, these two terms are replaced by a simple 

constant 𝛼. 

 

An important caveat even of the fixed-effects regression is that there may be other 

important confounders that change within a country over time and systematically drive 

attitudes as well as other predictors. To rule out these, an experimental or quasi-

experimental design would be required, where the respective predictor would be 

exogenously varied. 

 

Table 13 provides results for the pooled regression. Each column is one regression 

model with a different outcome variable as indicated on top of the column. Column 1 

shows that the negative correlation seen in Table 12 also persists when controlling for 

migrant stock, unemployment rate, and growth rates. These other factors are not 

statistically significant. Column 1 thus indicates that countries see a lower share of 

negative posts when there are larger numbers of first-time asylum applications. The 

magnitude of the effect is relevant. For 100 additional asylum seekers per 100,000 
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population, the share of negative posts would decrease by 1.34 percentage points.29 The 

median of this variable is asylum applications 76 per 100k, and the 90th percentile is 

419 per 100k.   

 

Column 2 shows no such significant correlation for offensive content. In columns 3 and 

4, it can be seen that the documented pattern comes from asylum requests specifically 

and not migration in general. When using immigrant inflows instead of first-time 

asylum requests (the best proxy for inflows of asylum seekers despite caveats such as 

delays in being able to file applications), there is no significant pattern as in column 1. It 

thus does not seem to be immigration flows per se but specifically the number of asylum 

seekers that drives the observed pattern.  

 

Note that, overall, the R² is rather small throughout, indicating that the factors included 

in the model explain less than 10 percent of the variation in the data – and often less 

than 5 percent. This is striking as the overall R² shown here covers both static 

differences between countries (between dimension) and the country-specific changes 

over time (within dimension). 

                                                
29 Using a lagged specification where we use the previous year’s values of the explanatory factors, the 
estimated coefficient is 1.24 percent. This suggests that there might be country-specific time trends at 
play, e.g. through changes in politics, the media, or other factors that affect the behavior on social media. 
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  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

  
Share of posts with 
negative sentiment 

Share of offensive 
posts 

Share of posts 
with negative 
sentiment 

Share of offensive 
posts 

          

Yearly first-time asylum 
application per 100k 
population 

-0.000134*** 4.49e-05   

 (3.57e-05) (6.08e-05)   

Total migrant stock per 
100k population 

2.87e-06 -2.56e-06 3.25e-06 -2.08e-06 

 (2.10e-06) (1.97e-06) (2.40e-06) (1.88e-06) 

Total unemployment rate 
(15-74) 

-0.00146 -0.00218 -0.00215 -0.00214 

 (0.00384) (0.00261) (0.00439) (0.00257) 

Real GDP growth rate 0.00190 -0.00457 0.00363 -0.00412 

 (0.00430) (0.00351) (0.00480) (0.00378) 

Yearly immigration flow 
per 100k population 

  -1.79e-05 -1.80e-06 

   (1.82e-05) (1.28e-05) 

Constant 0.593*** 0.204*** 0.587*** 0.208*** 

 (0.0570) (0.0440) (0.0604) (0.0450) 

     

Observations 185 184 186 185 

R-squared (overall) 0.088 0.054 0.030 0.043 

Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors that cluster at the country level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Table 13: Pooled linear regression model with explanatory models 

 

We next check whether, in line with the contact hypothesis, immigrant inflows in a 

given year are processed differently by the local population depending on how much 

experience they have with migrants. To analyse this, we split the sample at the median 

of the migrant stock in Table 14. In columns 1 and 2, we use the total migrant stock. In 

columns 3 and 4, we use the stock of non-EU-migrants (which are more similar to 

asylum seekers since these come from non-EU countries). The rest of the specification is 

as in Table 13, column 1. The results show that the negative correlation between 

negative posts and inflows persists in all four subsamples. The pattern thus seems to 
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persist generally across places with more or less pre-existing experience with migrants. 

Note that the R² as well as the statistical significance of the coefficient of interest are 

markedly higher in the even-numbered columns. This suggests that the observed 

negative relationship is particularly relevant in countries with a higher pre-existing 

immigrant stock. 

 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Outcome variable: Share of posts 

with negative 

sentiment 

Share of posts 

with negative 

sentiment 

Share of posts 

with negative 

sentiment 

Share of posts 

with negative 

sentiment 

 Subsample: Below median 

immigrant stock  

Below median 

immigrant stock  

Below median 

non-EU 

immigrant stock 

Below median 

non-EU 

immigrant stock  

Explanatory variables:     

Yearly first-time asylum application per 100k 

population 

-0.000160** -0.000108*** -0.000137* -0.000148*** 

 (6.15e-05) (3.25e-05) (7.38e-05) (3.55e-05) 

Total migrant stock per 100k population 8.22e-06 4.78e-06*** -2.02e-06 2.70e-06 

 (1.57e-05) (1.20e-06) (7.71e-06) (1.93e-06) 

Total unemployment rate (15-74) -0.00119 -0.000919 0.00802 -0.00463* 

 (0.00847) (0.00319) (0.00761) (0.00259) 

Real GDP growth rate 0.00967 0.00133 0.000205 0.0111 

 (0.0197) (0.00330) (0.00541) (0.00760) 

Constant 0.570*** 0.539*** 0.548*** 0.611*** 

 (0.142) (0.0497) (0.0906) (0.0600) 

     

Observations 92 93 92 93 

R-squared (overall) 0.079 0.250 0.076 0.314 

Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors that cluster at the country level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Table 14: Pooled linear regression model with subgroup analysis 

 

The patterns observed in the pooled sample could come from time-invariant differences 

between countries such as culture, the general willingness of populations to welcome 

migrants or differences in social media use. Such unobserved factors could be correlated 

with the willingness of asylum seekers to go to a specific EU member state, resulting in 

an omitted variable bias. To rule out that persistent differences between countries are 
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the drivers of the negative correlation between asylum applications and the share of 

posts with negative sentiments, we eliminate time-invariant country differences in 

Table 15. In columns 3 and 4, we furthermore account for EU-wide differences in certain 

years, which could be the consequence of the EU-wide policy- or media environment. 

 

The results in column 1 show that negative correlation seen in the previous 

specification also persists after controlling for time-invariant country differences. 

However, when introducing year fixed effects in column 3, we see that the statistical 

significance of the correlation vanishes as it becomes picked up by the year fixed effects 

for 2018 and 2019. That suggests that compared to the baseline year (2014), average 

sentiments across the EU became less negative in 2018 and 2019. One should, however, 

be cautious and consider other explanations before jumping to a conclusion drawing a 

rosy picture of decreasing negative feelings. This difference might not only be due to 

EU-wide changes in the sentiment towards migrants, but it might also be due to the fact 

that negative sentiments become less likely to be uttered or that there is more positive 

and neutral discussion, e.g., because other problems became more salient for citizens. 

 

Generally, the share of variation we can explain in our regression model is quite small 

(see the low within-R², i.e., the R² that only focuses on the changes within a given 

country). To analyse at what level the relevant variation determining differences in 

attitudes as measured by our outcome variables occurs, we add country-specific linear 

time trends in column 5 and 6. These lead to a more than a doubling of the R². 

Comparing columns 1, 3, and 5, which rely on the same outcome variable, and columns 

2, 4, and 6 respectively, we can conclude that EU-wide differences over time explain 

relatively little. Adding the linear country-specific time trends then improves the model 

a lot, suggesting that country-specific factors outside of the explanatory factors explain 

changes to some extent. However, the overall share of explained variation is still only 

about a fifth. Hence, much of changes in attitudes over time are hard to pin down.  

 

The pattern between asylum requests and negative sentiments that we have observed 

in the pooled sample thus seems not to be causal. Rather, differences in the sentiments 

of Twitter posts can be seen across the EU over time. Factors such as unemployment 

rates, GDP growth, or prior contact with migrants explains relatively little. In particular, 

these factors do not explain the share of offensive posts well.  
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  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 Share of 

posts with 

negative 

sentiment 

Share of 

offensive 

posts 

Share of 

posts with 

negative 

sentiment 

Share of 

offensive 

posts 

Share of 

posts with 

negative 

sentiment 

Share of 

offensive 

posts 

            

Yearly first-time asylum application per 100k 

population 

-2.81e-05*** 8.17e-07 -1.45e-05 -8.25e-06 -2.17e-05 1.37e-06 

 (8.58e-06) (1.34e-05) (9.09e-06) (1.46e-05) (1.79e-05) (1.48e-05) 

Total migrant stock per 100k population -1.87e-06 7.90e-07 -6.72e-06* 1.77e-06 7.43e-06 -4.46e-06 

 (3.53e-06) (1.28e-06) (3.67e-06) (1.97e-06) (1.08e-05) (8.93e-06) 

Total unemployment rate (15-74) -0.00260* -0.00256*** 0.00205 -0.00373** -0.000496 -0.0159* 

 (0.00141) (0.000860) (0.00219) (0.00172) (0.0108) (0.00904) 

Real GDP growth rate -0.00116 -3.24e-05 -0.00131 -0.000586 -0.000465 -2.34e-06 

 (0.000925) (0.000735) (0.00122) (0.000908) (0.00115) (0.000667) 

year = 2015   -0.00311 0.0166   

   (0.0123) (0.00992)   

year = 2016   0.0105 0.00122   

   (0.0120) (0.00794)   

year = 2017   0.0192 0.00242   

   (0.0116) (0.00911)   

year = 2018   0.0282* -0.000574   

   (0.0150) (0.00833)   

year = 2019   0.0264* 0.000145   

   (0.0130) (0.0103)   

Country-specific linear time trends no no no no yes yes 

Constant 0.636*** 0.171*** 0.628*** 0.171*** 0.529*** 0.358*** 

 (0.0386) (0.0156) (0.0334) (0.0165) (0.138) (0.109) 

       

Observations 185 184 185 184 185 184 

R-squared (within) 0.041 0.039 0.069 0.082 0.201 0.189 

Number of country fixed effects 31 31 31 31 31 31 

Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors that cluster at the country level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Table 15: Linear fixed effects model accounting for time-invariant country differences  
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9. Migrations Knowledge Base 

This section discusses the extensions in the RDF/S model of TweetsKB for incorporating 

public attitudes towards migrations as well as the economic indicators which drive 

these attitudes. Moreover, it also discusses some scenarios and competency questions 

(also translated to SPARQL) that could be asked by domain experts to the MGKB. MGKB 

provides means for the implementation of FAIR principles based on the output of the 

comparison described in the previous sections. MGKB is:  

 Findable: we used the w3id standard to assign MGKB a globally unique and 

persistent identifier (https://w3id.org/mgkb), data are described with rich 

metadata using existing and extended ontologies, which are clearly and explicitly 

defined and indexed in searchable resources. 

 Accessible: data can be retrieved and accessed by the permanent universal 

identifier, which allows for access even when the data are no longer available and 

open-sourced. 

 Interoperable: data can be downloaded from our web pages, Zenodo, and GitHub 

repository and queried by SPARQL in our hosted openly accessible endpoint. All the 

related works for creating the data are properly cited in our paper. The schema is 

constructed by existing vocabularies and extended by vocabularies that are 

properly defined in our schema. 

 Reusable: data are richly described with a plurality of accurate and relevant 

attributes (refer to the next subsections). 

 

9.1 RDF/S Model of MGKB 

Figure 11 shows the RDF/S model of MGKB. In order to fulfil the purpose of this study, 

several classes from already existing ontologies are re-used. Complete documentation of 

this RDF/S data model is available on the web page. 

 

https://w3id.org/mgkb
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Figure 11. RDF/S model of Migrations KB (MGKB) 
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For incorporating the metadata about the geographical location, the following 

information is modified in the TweetsKB. The class schema:Place represents 

geographical information of a tweet. schema:location is used for associating a tweet 

(represented as sioc:Post) with schema:Place, i.e., its geographical information. 

sioc:name from SIOC (Bardner 1997, Lee et al. 1998) associates a place with its name 

represented as a text literal. schema:addressCountry specifies the country code of the 

geographic location of the tweet. schema:latitude and schema:longitude specify the 

coordinates of the geographical information. 

 

9.2 Representing Economic Indicators of EU 

To represent the economic indicators of the destination countries obtained from 

Eurostat, Financial Industry Business Ontology (FIBO) (Bennett, 2013) is used. The class 

fibo-ind-ei-ei:GrossDomes-ticProduct represents the GDP of the country of the tweet, 

the class fibo-ind-ei-ei:UnemploymentRate represents the unemployment rate and the 

class fibo-ind-ei-ei:UnemployedPopulation is used to specify the population of the 

unemployment rate, while the class fibo-ind-ei-ei:UnemployedPopulation is used to 

specify the population of the unemployment rate. The class fibo-fnd-dt-fd:ExplicitDate 

represents the date when the statistics are last updated as a literal with the help of the 

property fibo-fnd-dt-fd:hasDateValue. The property fibo-fnd-rel-rel:isCharacterizedBy  

is used to associate a tweet with the economic indicators. 

  

9.3 Representing Provenance Information 

To represent the provenance information about the economic indicators, i.e., Eurostat, 

Statista, UK parliament, and Office of National Statistics, PROV-O (see Section 3.2 for 

explanation) is used. The class prov:Activity defines an activity that occurs over a period 

of time and acts upon entities, which are defined by the class prov:Entity. The class fibo-

fnd-arr-asmt:Assessm-entActivity represents an assessment activity involving the 

evaluation and estimation of the economic indicators, which is a subclass of the class 

prov:Activity. The class prov: Organisation represents a governmental organisation or a 

company that is associated with the assessment activity, which is a subclass of the class 

prov:Agent. Further extensions are specified on the web page. 
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9.4 Competency Questions 

Competency questions serve as a means to evaluate our implementation of MGKB. 

Competency questions are then translated into SPARQL and the achieved results to the 

SPARQL queries have to be evaluated by the experts again. More SPARQL query 

examples are made available on the web page. 

 

The query in Query 1 identifies the sentiments and hatred of the people concerning 

refugees, i.e. search entities defining “refugee”. The query result is shown in Table 16. 

The query in Query 2 retrieves the GDP indicator values and the number of tweets 

identified as hate speeches in the UK by year. The least number of tweets occurs in 2017 

and 2018 (shown in Figure 3), there are the least amount of the tweets classified in the 

“hate” class during hate speech detection. In the years 2019 and 2020, with the sharp 

decrease in the GDP, there are many more hateful tweets than the previous years on a 

yearly basis. The query result is shown in Table 17. The query in Query 3 retrieves a list 

of emotion categories of tweets where the labels of detected entity mentions contain 

“refugee camp”, and the result is shown in Table 18. The sentiments towards the 

refugee camps are mostly neutral, while the language towards them are mostly normal, 

rather than offensive and hateful. 

 

 

(Query 1) Retrieves the GDP indicator values and the number of tweets identified as 

hate speeches in the UK by year. 

 

SELECT ?EmotionCategory (count(distinct ?tweet)  

    as ?numOfTweets) WHERE{ 

        ?tweet schema:mentions ?entity.  

        ?entity a nee:Entity; nee:hasMatchedURI ?uri.  

        ?uri a rdfs:Resource; rdfs:label ?x.  

            FILTER( regex(?x, "refugee", "i") || 

            lcase(str(?x))="refugee"). 

        ?tweet onyx:hasEmotionSet ?y. 

        ?y a onyx:EmotionSet; onyx:hasEmotion ?z. 

        ?z a onyx:Emotion; onyx:hasEmotionCategory 
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        ?EmotionCategory. 

     } GROUP BY ?EmotionCategory 

 

Emotion Category Nr. of Tweets 
wna:neutral-emotion 1062 

wna:positive-emotion 714 

wna:negative-emotion 253 

mgkb:normal 1984 
mgkb:offensive 8 

wna:hate 37 
Table 16. The result of identifying Sentiments and Hate Speech Emotions of the Public by searching 

entities defining “Refugees”. 

 

(Query 2) The Query and Result of retrieving the GDP Growth Rate and the Number of 

Hate Speeches in the UK. 

 

SELECT  ?year ?IndValue (count(?tweet) as ?numOfTweets) 

WHERE { ?tweet fibo_fnd_rel_rel:isCharacterizedBy ?gdpr. 

    ?gdpr a fibo_ind_ei_ei:GrossDomesticProduct. 

    ?gdpr schema:addressCountry "GB".  

    ?gdpr dc:date ?year. 

    ?gdpr fibo_ind_ei_ei:hasIndicatorValue ?IndValue. 

    ?tweet onyx:hasEmotionSet ?y. 

    ?y a onyx:EmotionSet; onyx:hasEmotion ?z. 

    ?z a onyx:Emotion; onyx:hasEmotionCategory wna:hate. 

 } GROUP BY ?year ?IndValue ORDER BY DESC(?year) 

 

Year GDP Nr. of Tweets 
2020 -9.7 5928 

2019 1.4 4698 

2018 1.3 126 

2017 1.7 115 

2016 1.7 299  
2015 2.4 951 

2014 2.9 1865 

2013 2.2 934 

Table 17. The result of retrieving the GDP Growth Rate and the Number of Hate Speeches in the UK.  
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(Query 3) The following query retrieves a list of emotion categories 

(neutral/positive/negative sentiment, and hate speeches/offensive/normal) of tweets 

where the labels of detected entity mentions contain “refugee camp”. 

 

SELECT ?EmotionCategory (count(?tweet) as ?numOfTweets)    

WHERE{  

?tweet schema:mentions ?entity. 

?entity a nee:Entity; nee:hasMatchedURI ?uri.  

?uri a rdfs:Resource; rdfs:label ?x.  FILTER( regex(?x, "refugee camp", "i") || 
lcase(str(?x))="refugee camp"). 

?tweet onyx:hasEmotionSet ?y. 

?y a onyx:EmotionSet; onyx:hasEmotion ?z. 

?z a onyx:Emotion; onyx:hasEmotionCategory ?EmotionCategory. 

 } GROUP BY ?EmotionCategory 
 

EmotionCategory numOfTweets 
http://www.gsi.dit.upm.es/ontologies/wnaffect/ns#neutral-emotion 51 

http://www.gsi.dit.upm.es/ontologies/wnaffect/ns#negative-emotion 15 

https://migrationsKB.github.io/MGKB#normal 98 

http://www.gsi.dit.upm.es/ontologies/wnaffect/ns#positve-emotion 37 

https://migrationsKB.github.io/MGKB#offensive 2 
http://www.gsi.dit.upm.es/ontologies/wnaffect/ns#hate 3 

Table 18. The result of querying emotion categories of tweets where the labels of detected 
entity mentions contain “refugee camp”. 
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Glossary 

Word Embeddings. Word embeddings are the representation of words for text 

analysis, typically in the form of a real-valued vector that encodes the meaning of the 

word such that the words that are closer in the vector space are expected to be similar 

in meaning. 

 

GloVe. An algorithm for generating word embeddings. 

 

Word2Vec. In artificial neural networks, the activation function of a node defines the 

output of that node given an input or set of inputs. 

 

Contextual Word Embeddings. Contextual embedding methods are used to learn 

sequence-level semantics by considering the sequence of all words in the documents. 

Thus, such techniques learn different representations for polysemous words (i.e., one 

word with different meanings). 

 

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). Long short-term memory is an artificial recurrent 

neural network architecture used in the field of deep learning. Unlike standard 

feedforward neural networks, LSTM has feedback connections. It can process not only 

single data points but also entire sequences of data. 

 

Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM). A Bidirectional LSTM, or biLSTM, is a sequence 

processing model that consists of two LSTMs: one taking the input in a forward 

direction and the other in a backward direction. 

 

Attention. In neural networks, attention is a technique that mimics cognitive attention. 

The effect enhances some parts of the input data while diminishing other parts. It means 

that the network should devote more focus to that small but important part of the data. 

 

Adapters. Adapter refers to a set of newly introduced weights, typically within the 

layers of a transformer model. Adapters provide an alternative to fully fine-tuning the 

model for each downstream task while maintaining performance. They also have the 

added benefit of requiring as little as 1MB of storage space per task. 
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Transformers. The Transformer Neural Network is a novel architecture that aims to 

solve sequence-to-sequence (such as text-to-text, e.g., machine translation) tasks while 

handling long-range dependencies with ease. 

 

Batch Size. Batch size in machine learning refers to the number of training examples 

utilised in one iteration. 

 

Adam optimiser. Adam is a replacement optimisation algorithm for stochastic gradient 

descent for training deep learning models. 

 

Activation function. In artificial neural networks, the activation function of a node 

defines the output of that node given an input or set of inputs. 
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